
Manage Cost, Compliance,  
and Visibility in Volatile  
Freight Market Conditions

•   Tracking, analyzing, and benchmarking freight KPIs  
and trends

•  Manual processes for supply chain execution

•   Minimal visibility of the Global Transportation  
Network (GTN)

•   Defaulting to more expensive carriers due to lack  
of automation

In today’s highly volatile and everchanging chemical supply chain landscape, you need the right TMS technology in place 
to ensure you’re using optimal solutions throughout any given network. Fortunately, CLX specialists are available to help 
supply chains of any scope and size overcome these challenges.

Contact us today to schedule a detailed supply chain management consultation. 
+1 (800) 288-4851  |  information@clxlogistics.com  |  clxlogistics.com

Serving all regions and modes, now 
featuring Ocean-XL and Rail-XL

A competitive supply chain 
infrastructure with end-to-end 
logistics management services 

Lower freight rates associated with 
carrier activity, compliance, and 

performance reports

Access to a world-class integrated 
global platform, transportation 
database, and carrier network

Significant cost reductions by 
consolidating loads and maximizing 

modes, routes, and assets

Streamlined operational efficiencies 
with TMS process automation

The Only Globally Deployed On-Demand SAAS-TMS

•   Inefficient and inaccurate freight invoice and 
auditing payment

•   Ability to leverage freight resources like  
Load Boards

•  Yard and dock management at your plants

•   Finding the time and freedom to focus  
on critical initiatives

Chemical Shippers Without the Right TMS Struggle with: 
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CLX Logistics’ Gartner Ranked Global  
TMS Solves These Problems and More

CHECK   Centralize control of the entire transportation process

CHECK  Manage all modes of transportation in a single system

CHECK  Get real-time visibility across the entire GTN

CHECK  Enhance planning and execution capabilities across road, rail, and ocean networks

CHECK  Receive quicker ROI with self-funded tools; typical payback within 6-9 months

CHECK  Improved overall supply chain management in a collaborative environment

CHECK  Scale infrastructure and quickly adapt technology based on changing business needs

CHECK  Enable multiple partners to leverage technology through a common platform
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Contact us today to schedule a detailed supply chain management consultation. 
+1 (800) 288-4851  |  information@clxlogistics.com  |  clxlogistics.com
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